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1> In what recreational game would you find a bull's eye? 
 

2> How many zeros are there in the number that represents one million? 
 

3> In what nursery rhyme would you see the mouse run up the clock? 
 

4> What book by Dr. Seuss tells the story of a mischievous cat that wears a tall, 
red and white-striped hat? 

 
5> On what continent would you find the country of Mexico? 

 
6> Who was Jesse James? 

 
7> How many nouns are in the following sentence - "The tall man read a 

newspaper."? 
 

8> What book is about a pig named Wilbur who is saved from being slaughtered 
by a spider named Charlotte? 

 
9> What game, often played at birthday parties, involves chairs and music? 

 
10> What pasta is in the shape of a square and stuffed with meat? 

 
11> What movie tells the story of Woody, a pull-string cowboy doll and Buzz 

Lightyear, a space ranger toy? 
 

12> What is the name of the red-nosed reindeer? 
 

13> Complete this popular saying, "Don't look a gift horse in the ..." 

 
14> What does the Queen give to Snow White that causes her to collapse and 

appear dead? 
 

15> The character "Link" comes from what video game? 
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Answers:  
 

1> Darts  - Standard rules have the dartboard is hung so that the bullseye is 5 
feet 8 inches from the floor.  

2> Six - There are 12 zeros in a trillion.  
3> Hickory, Dickory, Dock - Hickory, dickory dock was written to introduce 

children to the basics of telling the time.  
4> The Cat in the Hat - The Cat performs all sorts of wacky and unusual tricks.  

5> North America - The capital of Mexico is Mexico City.  
6> U.S. Outlaw - On April 3, 1882, Jesse James was killed by Robert Ford.  

7> Two - Man and newspaper are both nouns.  
8> Charlotte's Web - The book was written by E.B. White and first published in 

1952.  
9> Musical Chairs - The game requires a quick reaction time.  

10> Ravioli - Often served with in a pasta sauce.  
11> Toy Story - The toys come to life when humans are not around.  

12> Rudolph - He is Santa's 9th reindeer.  
13> Mouth - It means that you should not be ungrateful when you receive a gift.  

14> Poisoned Apple - A prince kisses Snow White, which brings her back to life.  
15> The Legend of Zelda - The Legend of Zelda takes place in a land called 

Hyrule. 
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